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Abstract

Keywords

In the recent years the average performance of computers
increased significantly partly due to the ubiquitous availability of graphics hardware. Photorealistic rendering of
human faces is no longer restricted to offline rendering
and use in movies. Even portable machines and to some
degree high-end mobile devices offer enough performance
to synthesize photorealistic facial animation in real time.
However, the unavailability of flexible and reusable animation systems for use in third party applications still
remains an issue. Our work presents a straightforward approach to photorealistic facial animation synthesis based
on dynamic manipulation of displacement maps. We propose an integrated system that combines various animation sources such as blend-shapes, virtual muscles and
point influence maps with modern visualization and skin
simulation techniques. Inspired by systems that synthesize facial expression from images we designed and implemented an animation system that uses image based
composition of displacement maps without the need to
process the facial geometry. This improves overall performance and makes implementation of detail scalability
trivial. For evaluation we have implemented a reusable
animation library that was used in a simple application
that visualizes speech.

facial expressions, displacement mapping, simulation
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1.

Introduction

The human face plays probably the most significant role
in inter-human communication. This relatively small part
of our bodies is capable of expressions which underline
our face-to-face communications and social interactions.
Verbal communications also benefit from the visual feedback the face provides in the form of lip movement during
speech. Recognizing facial expressions is one of the basic
skills humans learn from infancy.
Facial expressions are often complemented by hand gestures and body movement, this is commonly referred to as
body language or non-verbal communication. Expressions
represent our emotional states, moods and reactions. We
are capable to identify basic facial features and expressions almost effortlessly despite considerable variations
between individual human faces. Cultural background,
race or nationality plays only a small role in this process
making non-verbal communication truly universal human
communication.
Synthesis of realistic facial expression remains one of the
most challenging goals in computer graphics. Contrary to
most other parts of the human body, the skeletal structure of the face has limited degrees of freedom. However,
the face contains a much denser and richer collections
of expression muscles that we use to speak and reflect
our emotional state. Humans are exceptionally skilled in
recognition and interpretation of even the most delicate
movement of the face. Therefore, accuracy and realism
requirements are higher when compared to different parts
of the human body.
Models controlled using muscle actuation or parametric
models in general are traditionally very effective at expressing variety of facial expressions. The effectiveness
of this approach is already well explored [16] and used in
many animation systems. The primary advantage of muscle based systems is that the retargeting of an expression
is trivial between faces. This is based on the assumption
that the muscle arrangement between models changes but
uses the same actuation parameters between that produce
similar expressions. Another advantage is the ability to
group the animation parameters into higher–level control
such as Facial Animation Coding System [5] or MPEG-4
Facial Animation Parameters [13].
Performance–based animation [17] has been a successful
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approach for capturing the subtle movement of facial expressions and speech. Captured performances provide
good source for synthesis of facial expressions, the raw
data can however contain artifacts and usually needs to
be altered according to animators needs. The same problem arises with captured 3D performances of the entire
face. Morph target or blend shape animation [7] relies on
multiple captured or manually prepared variations of the
face. This makes retargeting animation to other models
a challenge and limits the animation to a set of expressions.
Our work focuses on efficient facial expression generation that is suitable for parametric animation of speech.
We combine the advantages of parametric models with
performance–driven data in a uniform way. Use of muscle based deformations and the advantage of parametric
animation in general offers significantly higher degree of
freedom when compared blend–shape animation. However, captured data usually produces greater detail and
is able to reproduce characteristic behavior of the subject
during animation. An animation system that is able to
combine both of these approaches would offer more freedom and control over the facial animation.

2.

Applications

During our lifetimes our faces play significant role in visual communication, especially in social interactions as we
look at, listen to and talk with many faces everyday. Not
only are our faces essential in face-to-face interactions but
we are bombarded by faces known and unknown everyday
from media, movies, websites and magazines. Nowadays
we can see many applications of virtual faces in the domain of media and entertainment in form of computationally generated characters in movies, advertising or games.
However the potential applications of the technology are
practically endless and are only limited by the availability
of technology. As faces are essential for communication
purposes we will concentrate only on applications in the
domain of visual communication. We can also categorize
applications according to degree of interaction into following groups.
• Visualization A category of applications where static
facial models are used. Dynamic aspects are not important or secondary. For example this includes applications for recognizing faces, identification, biometrics and medical visualizations.
• Broadcast Virtual faces or characters are used to
rely information and possibly emotion to audience.
This group includes virtual characters seen in movies
or television.
• Communication An interaction between user or
users and virtual characters. This group relies on
other disciplines such as speech analysis, knowledge
extraction and artificial intelligence.
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other aspects such as social rules, speech synthesis or answer preparation play more significant role. In the context
of this work we will however focus only on the visualization aspects.

3.

System Overview

Creating detailed and anatomically correct facial head
models is non-trivial. Complex muscle systems are hard
to assemble, control and become increasingly difficult to
adjust. Often, adjusting the geometry of the model requires the readjustment of the models internal structures.
Our system aims to simplify construction and use of facial
models so it can be easily integrated into future applications. To achieve this our animation system uses Deformation Maps also known as Vector Displacement Maps.
A similar approach was already implemented by Ma et.
al. [11]. The basic mode of operation uses displacement
maps, in their case obtained from 3D scanning devices, to
drive the deformations of the face. Instead, we use a hybrid approach that allows animators to combine various
animation sources in a single model.
To achieve photorealistic results our approach relies heavily on the use of normal mapping [6], subsurface light scattering and soft shadow generation. Using normal mapping we are able to produce real–time results with great
frequency of detail. Additionally, by dynamically manipulating the normal maps we can add in effects such as
skin wrinkling without need to modify the geometry [12].
This is beneficial to the overall dynamic realism of the
model and does not require complex and high detailed
facial models.
Figure 1 shows the primary components of the system.
The Animation, Simulation and Rendering processes form
the basis of the animation loop that generates final model
image. For simplicity, only data related to expression generation is present in the figure. Additional data such as
eye orientation, camera position etc. are passed to the
Rendering process when generating an animation frame.
Notice that the animation process requires only Deformation Maps for its input, no model data is required for animation and simulation. The Deformation Maps needed
for animation can be dynamically generated or obtained
from blend shape models and 3D authoring tools.
FaceLib 2
Animation
Parameters

Deformation
Maps
Animation
Expression Map
Simulation
Animation
Loop

Displacement Map
Model Data
Rendering

• Virtual Reality In virtual environments artificial
characters often represent real users and act as avatars.
In this context users directly or indirectly control
the reactions and expressions of the characters.
This generalization is by no means complete but should
provide sufficient insights into successful uses of virtual
faces. For example in real face to face communication

Image

Figure 1: Overview of the primary components of
the system.
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Deformation Maps are 2D textures that encode 3D deformation generated by muscles in texture space. In the Animation component these maps are modulated using the
Expression Parameters and composed into a single Expression Map. The resulting Expression Map is created by
accumulating the displacement contributions from each
Deformation Map into a single displacement map.
Expression maps are not directly used to deform the model
but provide the input into the Simulation sub–system. In
this step the dynamic behavior of the skin is simulated
using a spring–mass system with Verlet [15] integration.
The product of the simulation is the final displacement
map used to deform the geometry of the facial model.

dering is overwhelming when compared to other representations. Another aspect that lead us to this decision is
that many users are familiar with the basics of authoring
of polygonal models and can prepare the required geometry if needed. Freely available polygonal face models can
also be used with minimal or no modifications. In practice
any polygonal 3D model can be animated by the system
but for best results a model with a well mapped color and
normal map is required. Additionally, holes for eyes and
mouth need to be present as these are represented using
separate objects.

The Rendering step is responsible for the generation of
the final image. It takes the model geometry and applies displacement to it. Final image is composed using
a photorealistic lighting and skin shading technique that
utilizes normal mapping to produce higher frequency of
detail. Wrinkles are added into the normal map in places
where the skin is compressed, this information is obtained
from derivation of the skin displacement map.

4.

Model Preparation

Following sections will describe the process of model preparation. Our system is not tied to a specific geometry of the
face, almost any polygonal representation of the face can
be used but requires some preparation and pre–processing
steps to produce good results. The following subsections
describe model requirements and input data of our system. Subsection 4.2 explains the concept of vector displacement mapping and the creation of deformation maps
from linear muscle systems and other sources.

4.1

Model Data
Model Data
Skin Geometry

Teeth and Eye
Geometry*

Hair Style Definition*

Skin Normal Map*

Wrinkle Map
Compress*

Wrinkle Map Stretch*

Skin Color Map

Teeth and Eye
Textures*

Composition

* Optional Data

Figure 2: Data components of the model. Normal
maps for wrinkles and model detail are optional
as well as parts not crucial to animation.

Figure 3: left: An optimized 3D geometry of the
model from 3D range scan. right: A color texture
applied to the geometry.
Model textures are another significant part of the input
data. It is expected that the model provides a color texture map for the skin that matches the UV coordinates
of the facial geometry. Ideally, three normal map textures are provided as well. For high frequency detail and
quality lighting a tangent space normal map for the face
should be included. If it is not available the system will
work with the geometry normals which will not be able
to produce photorealistic lighting. Two optional normal
maps for wrinkled and stretched face are harder to obtain.
When these are available the system will create dynamic
wrinkling effects during animation in areas where the skin
compresses or stretches.
Texture mapping of the facial model should avoid stitches
in the facial area as the skin simulation sub–system will
create animation artifacts along the seams during movement. Figure 3 shows one of the 3D facial models we
used through the development. The geometry was extracted from a high resolution 3D scan which was used
to generate the normal map. The process of normal map
extraction and generation of simplified geometry is well
supported by existing tools and will not be described here.

Our facial model consists of various components such as
3D geometry, textures and composition definition of various additional parts such as eyes, teeth and hair. In order
to reduce and simplify needed steps for model preparation we have decided to provide some of the components
as part of the library. Only the 3D geometry of the face
model, its color map and the placement of the components need to be provided by users. For arrangement of
components and preparation stages we rely on existing
3D authoring tools such as Blender [2].
All model components use polygonal representation as the
availability of authoring tools and direct support in ren-

Figure 4: Left, a section of the color texture used
in the model. Right, a tangent space normal map
extracted from high resolution geometry.
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Composition of the model refers to the placement and orientation of the various geometry parts such as teeth, eyes
and jaw in relation to the facial geometry. When building the models using 3D authoring tools this information
is represented by a transformation matrix for each facial
component that defines the scale, position and orientation
of each component in space.

4.2

Deformation Maps

Displacement mapping is a popular approach to geometry deformation in computer graphics. the most common
use of displacement mapping is the deformation of the
model surface using a gray scale height map. Let us call
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the implementation of the displacement deformation can be
realized entirely on the GPU as a simple vertex shader
program that samples the displacement function in the
RGB space of a 2D color texture. This requires floating
point precision textures which can additionally contain
an alpha channel to store the weight amount of the deformation. This is useful when combining multiple displacements on a single surface such as the face. In our system
we refer to displacement textures with alpha channel as
Deformation Maps.

4.3

Virtual Muscles

Muscle based deformation as described by Waters [16]
relies on pseudo–muscles to generate the deformation of
the face. In our work we rely on slightly modified variant
of the same approach that uses linear muscles. Linear
muscles are described by a vector from v1 to v2 . Rs and
Rf represent falloff radius start and finish respectively.
the new vertex p0 of an arbitrary vertex p located on the
mesh within the segment v1 pr ps , along the vector (p, v1 ),
is computed as follows:
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Figure 6: the linear muscle model.

p0 = p + cos(α)rkv̂

(4)

where α is the angle between the vector (v1 , v2 ) and (v1 , p),
v is the vector (v1 ,p), k is the animation parameter which
contracts the muscle, and r is the radial displacement parameter which is defined as:

(
r=

|v|
cos(1 − R
) |v| < Rs
s
|v|−Rs
cos( Rf −Rs ) |v| ≥ Rs

(5)

Animation is controlled using muscle contraction value
k, one for each muscle. A set of contraction values for
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each muscle then defines the facial expression. Since the
muscle adds deformation to the geometry by producing
a deformation vector, we can generate the displacement
texture for each muscle of this and similar type using the
following approach, which assumes k = 1:

~ v) = M
~ (~
d(u,
p(u, v))

(6)

~ v).
The displacement map is represented by the surface d(u,
The muscle deformation for model surface point p
~(u, v) is
~ . In
produced using the muscle generation function M
practice the computation of M is implemented using a
script that that stores the results in a 2D texture. Resolution of the displacement map only needs to be big enough
to capture the displacement for each vertex of the model,
usually a 256x256 texture is enough. Accuracy of displacement values is more important and requires floating
point precision. Any type of linear muscle such as sphincter muscles, sheet muscles can be converted to deformation maps using this approach.
The generated displacement maps are model specific but
the generation process can be repeated for different models automatically provided the model has similar muscle arrangement. Placing the muscles onto the face is
still a manual process that we simplified by providing the
user with additional tools that can be used to easily arrange the position of the muscles in texture space. The
structure, arrangement and number of muscles is left completely in control of the user.

type such as sphincter or sheet muscles as illustrated on
Figure 4.3 can be encoded using this approach.

4.4

Blend Shapes and Sculpting

Direct generation of displacements from blend shapes or
artist manipulated geometry is already supported by many
3D content authoring tools. Using blend shapes allows
us to precisely specify deformation of the model in areas
that are hard to animate using linear muscles. For example blend targets for eyelid animation and jaw movement
can be easily modeled using this approach. Computation
of the displacement map is straightforward, the displacement is computed as difference between vertices in the
models texture space.
Our system directly supports any tangent space vector
displacement maps from applications that are able to generate them1 . These displacement maps usually do not
have weight information associated with them, this can
be added using any image manipulation software. Deformation Maps produced this way are inherently model
dependent.
Using 3D scans and blend shapes of different geometrical topology is possible if the models contain matching
UV coordinates. Capture of higher detail such as wrinkles using this approach is limited by the relatively low
resolution of the deformation maps. High resolution displacement maps can provide these effects but also require
high density 3D geometry unless per-pixel displacement
mapping is used e.g parallax mapping [8].

5.

Animation

The Animation component of the system is responsible
for the construction of the Expression Map. An Expression Map is composed by combining multiple Deformation Maps into a final vector displacement map. The process is implemented using hardware as a separate render
pass to save CPU cycles during animation. However, generation of the Expression Map would not be very efficient
if we do this for every animation frame. Instead, expressions are only generated for key frames of the animation.
The animation loop then interpolates between the current
and target expression efficiently.
Animation

Expression Vector

Expression Map
Generation

Deformation Maps

Expression Map

Figure 7: Arrangement tool for specifying muscle
placement on the model in texture space.
The arrangement of the muscles can correspond to systems such as FACS [5] but is left completely in control
of the model creator. The process itself is supported by
our model preparation editor which can project a predefined set of muscles onto the facial model. If the user
only modifies the default arrangement, then animation
can be shared between multiple models. The Deformation Maps are calculated using scripts for each muscle
type. The scripts involved process the muscle arrangement and model data available as input. The output of
the script is a 2D deformation vector field for each muscle
which is stored in a displacement map. Any linear muscle

Animation Loop
Interpolation
Anim. Exp. Map

Figure 8: Processes inside the Animation component.

5.1

Expression Map Generation

Construction of Expression Maps is based on controlled
accumulation of Deformation Maps. The process can be
1

For example ZBrush, Blender, Mudbox etc.
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described in terms of surface displacement generation as
follows:

~e(u, v) =

X

d~i (u, v)ai

Expression
Map
30% Map 1
70% Map 2

Expression
Map 1
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Expression
Map 2

(7)

i∈D

Where ~e(u, v) is a vector displacement map we call Expression Map, d~i (u, v) are Deformation Maps from the set
D of available Deformation Maps. Set D is therefore the
basis of the expression space of the model. The amount
of displacement contributed from each displacement map
is modulated by scalar parameters ai that substitutes the
contraction parameter k used to animate virtual muscles.
These animation parameters determine the resulting facial expression. A facial expression can therefore be expressed as linear combination of all deformations from D
using an Expression Vector e.g. ~a = [a1 , a2 , ..., am ].
a1
Deformation Map 1

a2
Deformation Map 2

Time

Figure 10: Hermite interpolation between two Expression Maps that act as key-frames producing
animated Expression Map passed to Simulation.

~e(u, v) = H(e~1 (u, v), e~2 (u, v),

t − t1
)
t2 − t1

(8)

Here the interpolated Expression Map ~e is generated from
expression e~1 , e~2 using the Hermite interpolation function.
The interpolation argument is from the < 0, 1 > range
and is computed from current animation time t and animation times of each expression t1 , t2 . Once time reaches
the end expression the interpolation sequence repeats for
new target expression.

an
Deformation Map n

Expression Map

Figure 9: Illustration of the composition of Expression Map from multiple Deformation Maps.
Expression maps are only generated when a new expression is needed and no model geometry is required during this process. This approach has therefore advantages
when implementing a level of detail system that uses multiple detail levels of the facial geometry. Another advantage is that already generated Expression Maps can be
reused as Deformation Maps that form the basis of new
generated expression maps, thus simplifying animations
that stack deformations. Since this process is entirely
image–based it can be easily associated with layering techniques known from image authoring applications, Figure 9
illustrates the process.

5.2

6.

Simulation

By relying on the interpolation between two Expression
Maps we reduce the need to generate expressions for each
animation frame. The implementation on the GPU is
trivial since we only need to compute the blending amount
between two textures on a per–vertex basis during Rendering. The interpolation can be described as:

Expression Map
Point-Mass Force
Computation

Spring Forces

Expression Map

Verlet Integration
Previous Maps

Expression Map
Results Cache

Interpolation

During animation the generated Expression Maps represent animation key–frames. To animate the transition
from one expression into another we use Hermite [1] interpolation, however spline and linear interpolations can also
be used. The resulting interpolated Expression Map is
then directed into the skin dynamics Simulation step.
However, on low performance machines the result can be
directly passed to Rendering.

Simulation

The Simulation sub–system is responsible for simulation
of the dynamic behavior of the face. Since the skin has
mass and elastic properties that need to be simulated in
real–time some simplifications have to be made. In our
case we consider the skin to have uniform mass and depth
as well as homogenous elastic properties. The simulation
is driven by the animated Expression Map that provides
input into the system. As output the final Expression is
generated in the form of yet another vector displacement
map.

Displacement

Figure 11: Processes inside the Simulation component.

6.1

Mass–spring Model

Mass–spring model is a popular method of modeling deformable objects such as cloth and soft body objects. The
simulated body is separated into discrete points that are
interconnected by springs and dampers. Provot [14]
introduced a mass-spring topology including structural
springs, shear springs and flexion springs, as shown in
Figure 6.1. The mass–spring model has attracted much
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research attention because of its efficiency and simplicity
and proved to be very efficient in GPU based cloth and
soft–body simulation [18].

Where d~ is the final displacement of the skin geometry, d~0
and d~00 are the current and previously calculated displacements. Finally, f~ is the sum of all spring forces that act
on the texel. Spring forces are calculated as sum of spring
forces to neighboring texels in the displacement map. To
drive the animation we also have to consider the ExpresThe only
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we 24
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surface normal
forcurrent
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rendering
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the viewer), which we must know in order to comput
simulatebetween
smoothing
Rendering
Displacement

neighboring particles could possibly get attracted or repulsed too
Flexion or Bend spring which simulate the force
much•and
the computation would ”blow up”. Therefore, we have to
of contorted tissue
weight the contribution of each appropriately, or clamp the change
in position to d/2.
The most commonly used integration technique to com-

Figure
7 depicts
particles
act with
on a single
particle
pute the
movement
of thethat
point
associated
massinisa horizontal
Euler integration.
This
of the
point
vedirection
only. Since
werequires
do not computation
want to offset
particle
by more
locity
and
Verlet integration
on the
than
d/2,
weacceleration.
need to conservatively
add the[15]
forces;
otherwise the
other handmight
uses blow
previous
position and
calculates
simulation
up. point
We included
some
default weights in
new position using the following equation:
the code(WEIGHT ORTHO, WEIGHT DIAG, etc.), which you can
use to scale the contribution of each spring. Feel free to adjust the
values or use different
approach. You can also adjust the bending
p
~ = 2p~0 − p~00 + (f~/m) ∗ dt2
(9)
and shear constraints
to change the stiffness of the cloth.
Here, new position p
~ is calculated using its previous positions p~0 , p~00 while the vector f~ represents the sum of all
spring forces involved. Mass of the point is represented
as m. Spring forces can be easily computed as vectors to
the reference positions of the connected points.

6.2

Implementation

Computation of spring forces and the verlet [15] integration is implemented as a GPU shader pass. Verlet integration is especially suitable for this purpose as it only requires the current and previous positions of the simulated
geometry. As all displacements in our system are relative to the base model we can substitute the integration
between position as integration between displacements:

of reflected light. Figure 8 shows the difference betw
Model Datathe normals at each
original normals and recomputing
Wrinkle Generation

Model Data

Normal Map

Shadow and Lighting
Model Data

Irradiance Map

Skin Shading
Model Data

Blurr Maps

Final Composition

Image

Figure 8: Left: Incorrect shading due to incorrect no
Shading with correctly recomputed normals.
Figure 13: Processes of the Rendering component.
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~ v)
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direction
the model synthesis process. This section describes the
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In order to efficiently to implement the constraint satisfaction efficiently, you should use the local memory in the same spirit as in
the non-separable image convolution assignment. The halo region
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stages of the rendering process such as shadowing and
lighting, wrinkle generation, subsurface light scattering
generation and the final composition of the image. To
generate high frequency lighting detail and dynamic wrinkling we rely on the tangent space normal map that comes
optionally with the facial model preparation mentioned in
Section 4 the normal map can be obtained from high detail geometry scans or generated using 3D authoring and
sculpting tools. The difference in lighting can be observed
on Figure 14.
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shadow maps, except that instead of simply writing depth
to the shadow map, we write depth and depth squared to
a two-component variance shadow map.
Generating organically looking skin requires simulation
of the light refraction in the skin for this purpose we use
the technique described by d’Eon [3] tailored to our data
and requirements. For the subsurface scattering effect
computation we need to first generate an irradiance map.
Blurring of the map will create the light bleeding effect
into the shadowed areas and under the diffuse components
of the skin. The computation involves map generation in
texture space that computes the transferred light amount
for each texel. The texels are colored using the diffuse
map and shadowed. A section of the resulting map can
be seen on Figure 16.

Figure 16: Generated irradiance map and its variant processed using gauss filter.
The composition of the final image is done in a straightforward way. A per-pixel lit phong model is used for the
Figure 14: Plain model rendering compared to
final pixel calculation. The diffuse component is calcushadow mapping and normal lighting.
lated as linear combination of the texels from gauss maps
that were generated from irradiance. The specular comTo produce dynamic wrinkling effect we combine the stretched ponent is calculated with respect to the light source. The
resulting image can be seen on Figure 17.
and contracted normal map variants with the neutral map
in places where contraction or stretching occurs. We compute a stretch amount by averaging the derivation of the
deformation map along the u and v coordinate. Positive
values indicate the amount of contracted normal map being applied to the result, while negative values indicate
surface stretching and therefore modulate the amount of
the stretched normal map applied. The produced effect
can!!be
observed on Figure 15.
!"#$%&'(&)*+,-./*0'1&0&+-./01'2+/03%&#'

'()*+,-(%.(/01/2+34(%5/67(3%8+46+-%9362+:613%;<*:(2%,<%.(:(/%5/+=1>%% !"#"$!%
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Figure 15: Visualization of the compression values
using white color next to the produced result.
Dynamic soft shadows are generated using variance shadow
maps as presented by Donnelly and Lauritzen [4]. By
treating each shadow map texel as a distribution of depth
values rather than as a single depth, the shadow map
can be represented in a manner that can be filtered linearly. Techniques such as mipmapping, anisotropic filtering, and summed-area tables are therefore applicable.
The algorithm is similar to the algorithm for standard

Figure 17: Realistic rendering of the skin.

8.

Performance

Performance in interactive applications is usually measured in terms of generated image frames per second. If
the measured performance never falls below 24fps an application is considered to be running at interactive speeds.
In order to measure performance of our approach we have
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integrated a function call profiler that measures how long
and how often the application remains inside a function.
Low

Medium High

Table 2: System resource utilization.

Ultra

Since our implementation
separated
into distinct
ExpressionMap is0.35ms
0.62ms
1.12ms func2.02ms
tion calls, weSkinSimulation
can measure the
performance
each sub–
0.28ms
0.51ms of
0.92ms
1.66ms
system in a Irradiance
straightforward 0.1ms
way. The
profiler
produces
0.21ms
0.62ms
1.86ms
the average,Blur
fastest and slowest
the
0.4ms execution
0.73ms time
1.31msfor 2.36ms
following steps:
expression map
generation.
skin simulaComposition
0.07ms
0.22ms
0.65ms
1.17ms
tion, lightingTotal
and shadow, skin
. By2.28ms
plotting4.62ms
the average
1.21ms
13.86ms
FPS to model complexity
827fps
438fps
72fps
times in relation
we can216fps
observe the
scalability and overall performance of the system.
Relative Performance
100%raw performance does not provide a complete
Measuring
picture of certain application as often in graphics applications we can easily trade performance for memory
and vice75%
versa, therefore for each measurement a memory
use profile is also generated. Memory usage for graphics devices is collected using available system tool such as
50%
OpenGL debuggers, driver status and information tools
provided for the hardware. Main memory usage is determined by
tracking real memory use using Task Manager
25%
or similar system profiling tools available.

System Memory
Video Memory
CPU

Low
Medium
High
Ultra
87MB
145MB
256MB
1,038MB
39MB
80MB
219MB
815MB
4.3%
4.5%
5.1%
5.2%

relative increases in the Composition and Irradiance steps
when comparedOverall
to other
steps. These steps need to proPerformance
cess model geometry that increases by the factor of 4 while
10ms
other steps are implemented as texture filters that do not
require the model geometry at all.
7.5ms

9.

Conclusion

In this paper we have described a straightforward GPU–
5ms
only implementation of a facial animation system based
on dynamic displacement map generation. We modified
and combined existing modeling, simulation and render2.5ms
ing approaches in an integrated system that efficiently
generates photorealistic facial expressions. On the desktop the library performed well, utilizing only up to 5.2%
For evaluation
we
used
a
dataset
consisting
of
four
levels
0%
0ms
of the CPU
delegatingUltra
all the work to
Low levels Medium
Highrepresent
Ultra
Low performance
Medium whileHigh
of detail. All detail
of the dataset
the
the
GPU.
This
leaves
the
CPU
available
for other comsame facial model with
different
geometry
detail
and
texExpressionMap
SkinSimulation
Irradiance
Blur
Composition
putationally expensive task such as speech synthesis, AI
ture sizes. Between datasets the model complexity scales
or other required processing. Render times scaled compaby factor of 4 while diffuse and normal texture size dourably with the increase of model complexity and perforbles. The resulting test set has the following parameters:
mance never dropped below interactive frame rates.
To evaluate the system in context of its desired use we
have implemented a simple visual speech synthesis prototype that generates animation impulses based on phonemes
being generated by NSSpeechSynthesiser object from the
Cocoa framework. We described each the visual representation of each phoneme using an Expression Vector that
produces appropriate viseme. The vector is then combined with user specified ambient expression and eye–
brow movement before rendering. The interface of the
application is present on Figure 17 and some examples of
the expressions generated can be observed on Figure 20.

• Low Detail: 8844 polygons, 512x512 diffuse and
normal maps, 128x182 expression maps.
• Medium Detail: 35368 polygons, 1024x1024 diffuse and normal maps, 256x256 expression maps.
• High Detail: 141472 polygons, 2048x2048 diffuse
and normal maps, 512x512 expression maps.
• Ultra Detail: 565888 polygons, 4096x4096 diffuse
and normal maps, 1024x1024 expression maps.

While we did not fully evaluate the achieved rendering
During evaluation we have used an average Intel Core2Duo
quality, we have successfully integrated up to date phomachine with a 2.6GHz processor and 4 gigabytes of memtorealistic rendering techniques into our model. The genory. The graphics card used is nVidia 250GTS with 1GB
erated output is dynamically lit with high quality shadof memory. Equivalent performance can be obtained from
ows based on a modified shadow mapping technique with
medium
to
high-end
notebooks
at
this
time.
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Chapter 7. Evaluation
percentage-closer filtering. A real-time approximation of
the BRDF lighting model of the skin was used to generate sub–surface scattering effect. Additionally, we have
Table 1: Measured average performance of each
Table 7.2:
Measured average frame generation times for each subsystem.
designed and implemented a dynamic normal map gensubsystem.
eration system that
is ableMedium
to produceHigh
wrinkling Ultra
effects
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Medium High
Ultra
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Model preparation steps and generation of Deformation
Maps for animation are still a challenge. While experienced 3D artists and animators should have no problems
with the preparation of models, most users would find
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Figure 18: Visualization of relative performance of the subsystems and the overall performance for each
Figure 7.1: Average performance of subsystems for all detail levels.
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Figure 19: Side by side comparison of a photograph, ray traced image and real-time rendering.

Figure 20: Example sequence of generated expressions. Eyebrows are deformed using displacements
obtained from virtual muscles. Mouth and eyelids are deformed using displacements obtained from
blend–shapes.

